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GGU POVERTY LAW SYMPOSIUM

MONDAY, APRIL 28th
9:00 am - 1:00 pm

Food Provided

PRESENTATION SCHEDULE:

9:00 am  Breakfast: Bagels and Coffee
9:40 am  Linh Le: “The Big Business of Private Prisons”
10:00 am Evelyn Jones: “Unconstitutionality of Drug Testing Welfare Recipients”
10:30 am Jessica Farinas: “State Planned Estate: The Indigent Disadvantage”
10:50 am Elizabeth Colman: “Hands Up, Not Hand-Outs: Elimination of the Maximum Family Grant Rule in CalWORKS”
11:10 am Saigha Shariff: “Neglected Education: Foster Youth and High School Graduation”
11:30 am Chike Odiwe: “Medicaid Expansion and the Regulatory Arm of a Big Government Apparatus”
11:50 am Lunch: Gourmet Sandwiches and Dessert
12:00 pm Cynthia Tyler: “Innovating ‘Immigration Reform’: Deferred Action for Child Arrivals as a Model Solution for Advancing the Dream in the Face of Long Term Political Inaction”
12:20 pm Alissa de Vogel: “The Non-Citizen’s Right to Counsel in Removal Proceedings”